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important: if you've set the camera up in the
past, it may be that the auto focus setting

can't be set from the camera's menu. you'll
have to resort to the menu on the camera

itself. for example if the camera is set up to
"on" at iso 100 but you've set the camera to
"on" at iso 160, you'll have to change it to
"on" at iso 160 for the "auto" function to
work properly. if in doubt, the camera's

menu may be useful. for best results, focus
on a static subject and fire away. if you're
using the camera attached to a tripod or

stable support, this is actually a great time
to check to see if it has autofocus enabled or
not. if your camera is not listed or you want

to check out the full list of changes in
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version 2.9, or there are any issues, focal
users can report bugs on github or by

sending an email to support@reikan.com we
are working hard on the schedule for the

new focal version and will announce it on our
website once its ready, with pictures of the
new hard targets we are bringing to you.
reikan focal is the best way to test the

correct focus of your canon or nikon dslr
camera, it was voted by photography

professionals as the best camera focussing
solution. so dont let your photo career be

held back, try focal from reikan. tags: photo:
canons incorrect focus, canon camera

focusing, focald, foofocal, foofocal nikon,
ionic focal, lens, reikan, reikan focal, reikan

focal pro, reikan plus, reikan pro, reikan
software, reikan software focus calibration,

reikan software focal 2. while the reikan
team focused on version 2.9, the reikan

software team have been busy in parallel
with new feature development. at the
request of one of the support sites, the

support forum has now been greatly
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expanded. support for many new camera
models, including the new canon eos r, have

been added, and a large number of new
lenses have also been added to the lens

testing support and calibration feature set.
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each model of camera that is supported by
focal plus has its own tab under the main
menu. from here, you can perform basic
camera adjustment and image capture
functions such as auto focus, auto white

balance, auto iso, shutter speed and
metering modes. you can also access

camera-specific settings for autofocus, auto
white balance, auto exposure, automatic iso,
shutter speed, and metering mode. you can
also use the standard hard target and the

license key to use focal plus with the
supported cameras. the focal plus

application has a mode where you can set
the most recent camera dial positions to be
default settings, and a function to reset the
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camera dial to its default position. how to
use the focal adapter kit and its accessories
on the canon 5d mark iii, 7d and 5d mark ii.

how to use the focal adapter kit and its
accessories on the canon 7d, canon 5d mark
ii, canon 5d mark iii, canon 7d ii and canon
t6i: remove the battery from the camera.
remove the grip from the camera. remove
the lens from the camera. insert the focal

adapter kit into the slot of the camera in the
grip. put the grip back onto the camera. this

is the small lcd screen on the back of the
camera and focal works by sending a signal

to the camera with a small circuit board.
focal then records the calibration results and
stores them on the camera's memory card.

printed focal large target for mac and
windows is also available through b&h photo.
this is an excellent upgrade option for users
who already have focal pro or focal plus. all

b&h orders include a printable pdf of the
target with a licence code for focal plus.
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